Sea Fly Fishing Casting Camp
On the edge of the Hardangervidda national park in Norway, Dagali Fjellpark presents you with an unique
event. You will learn everything you need to know for a successful trip to an island, from advanced casting
techniques to tying your own flies. Your skills will improve so that your investment into the trip to the island
will be fully utilized.
The author of the FFCC camp and main lecturer: Jaromir Horak, Czech Republic
His sea fly fishing knowledge stands on the numerous trips to various destinations around the world:
Often, when on Mira's trips to islands, fly fishermen struggled with their skills and casting technique, which in
turn limited them in catching trophy fish, unnecessarily ruining their dream fly fishing trip. This camp will
elevate your fly-fishing casting, stripping and hook setting to a different level. Few days of theory, practice and
real fishing will be located in the heart of Norway in Dagali Fjellpark. The camp will be five days long, with
theory and dry practice in the mornings and real fishing in the afternoons. We will fish
on rivers, lakes and sea fjords. Inland, there are both lake and river brown trout.
This camp is not targeted at catching trophy fish. There are no individual guides for
fishing. It is mainly oriented at gaining the theoretical understanding and improving
your practical skills. There are no age limitations.
The camp is limited to six anglers. Large focus will be placed on
casting: how to do a proper double haul or what is the optimal
trajectory of the rod during the cast to "load" the rod efficiently.
Other techniques will include: how to avoid losing contact with
the fly whilst stripping, practicing setting the hook with your
hand not the rod and others. It will be accompanied by a
presentation of the proper sea equipment for flat fishing and
dredging. Each participant will bring home several hand tied flies,
tied by themselves on the Gamagatsu Sea hook series.
The term:
2021

August 30 - September 3,

Directions to Dagali:

TBD individually

Price, all inclusive:

Euro 2600, to be paid by June 1st, 2021

Non-refundable reservation fee

Euro 500

Share this information with our fellow fly fishermen, especially those who are planning a trip to an island and
might enjoy the FFCC camp! We are looking forward to hearing from you. The latest information will be
shared on the sea fly fishing group on Linkedin.
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